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ABSTRACT 
 
Extraction of Contextual Knowledge and Ambiguity Handling  
for Ontology in Virtual Environment.  (August 2010) 
Hyun Soo Lee, B.S., Sungkyunkwan University; 
M.S., Pohang University of Science and Technology 
Chair of Advisory Committee: Dr. Amarnath Banerjee 
 
 This dissertation investigates the extraction of knowledge from a known 
environment. Virtual ontology – the extracted knowledge – is defined as a structure of a 
virtual environment with semantics. While many existing 3D reconstruction approaches 
can generate virtual environments without structure and related knowledge, the use of 
Metaearth architecture is proposed as a more descriptive data structure for virtual 
ontology. Its architecture consists of four layers: interactions and relationships between 
virtual components can be represented in the virtual space layer; and the library layers 
contribute to the design of large-scale virtual environments with less redundancy; and 
the mapping layer links the library layer to the virtual space layer; and the ontology layer 
functions as a context for the extracted knowledge.  
The dissertation suggests two construction methodologies. The first method 
generates a scene structure from a 2D image. Unlike other scene understanding 
techniques, the suggested method generates scene ontology without prior knowledge and 
human intervention. As an intermediate process, a new and effective fuzzy color-based 
 iv 
over-segmentation method is suggested. The second method generates virtual ontology 
with 3D information using multi-view scenes. The many ambiguities in extracting 3D 
information are resolved by employing a new fuzzy dynamic programming method 
(FDP). The hybrid approach of FDP and 3D reconstruction method generates more 
accurate virtual ontology with 3D information.  
A virtual model is equipped with virtual ontology whereby contextual knowledge 
can be mapped into the Metaearth architecture via the proposed isomorphic matching 
method. The suggested procedure guarantees the automatic and autonomous processing 
demanded in virtual interaction analysis with far less effort and computational time. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Rapid development of 3D technologies is encouraging wider application of 
virtual model and many virtual reality (VR) technologies in the design, control, 
monitoring and simulation of industrial processes. In 3D technologies’ early stage, the 
size of virtual environment-embedded applications in manufacturing was relatively small 
– from equipment, workstation, cell, and shop floor levels to facility levels [1]. Now, the 
sizes and complexities of virtual systems have grown far larger due to the Internet and 
ubiquitous technologies.  
This trend has combined with large-scale virtual environments (LSVEs), such as 
metaverse [2, 3], networked virtual environments (NVEs) [4], massively multi-user 
virtual environments (MMVEs) [5, 6] and large-scale distributed simulations (LSDSs) 
[7]. To date, however, much of the relevant literature has ignored how to effectively 
generate these types of LSVEs. Especially at issue is the quantity of virtual components 
that can be quickly and simply constructed using the appropriate data structure. Lee and 
Banerjee have suggested an architecture and interaction modeling methodology known 
as the Metaearth architecture [8]. This dissertation extends their work by describing the 
construction of this new methodology from different input sources.  
 Since virtual components in LSVE often are derived from components in real 
applications, key characteristics include an automatic/semi-automatic mechanism and  
 
This dissertation follows the style of Journal of Manufacturing Systems. 
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descriptions of the interactions or relationships among the constructed virtual 
components.  To describe any relationship, each virtual component requires a certain 
type of structures and application-related semantics. The semantics can be represented 
using several contexts. For example, assume a virtual factory with conveyor belts, robots 
and industrial machines. The tasks are to visualize the actual factory, as well as measure 
several production performances against time and space constraints. Each virtual robot 
needs to be equipped with a structure and contexts in order to produce optimal analyses 
and simulations. Hence, the structure of each virtual robot will be used for a kinematic 
structure of the virtual robot, and the mapped contexts of each virtual robot part can be 
used for the constraints of each component of the virtual robot. Figure 1 shows an 
example of structure and contexts in a virtual robot.  
 
 
Figure 1. Structure and context in a virtual robot.  
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In a virtual environment, such as a virtual model of natural scenes, the structure 
can be represented with a “scene graph”. Without this structure and mapped context 
information, the generated LSVE with many virtual components cannot be used 
automatically or semi-automatically in the next process: virtual interaction analysis – 
the analysis and simulation activity using virtual models’ interactions. Some examples 
are: 
 Traffic simulation such as navigation and collision testing  
 Flight simulation 
 Driver training 
 Electronic simulation 
 Video games  
 
As structures and contexts of virtual models have crucial roles in virtual 
interaction analysis, the extraction process of structure and context mapping activities is 
an important task in the establishment of LSVE.  
We caution, however, that knowledge extraction from unknown environments is 
one of the most challenging issues encountered in science and engineering fields, 
because knowledge can be a set of meaningful data among overall data, relationships 
(between the target and source) or inference rules.  
Generally, the knowledge extraction procedure consists of a classification 
process and an intensification process. The classification process identifies the meanings 
from source data, and the intensification process increases the degree of the meanings. In 
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the computer science domain, many pattern extraction techniques can be mapped to 
classification techniques, and learning algorithms for the intensification process. The 
identified pattern via the classification process can be targeted knowledge itself, or it can 
be used as the basis for acquiring knowledge. We can combine the patterns with learning 
algorithms to make them converge with the targeted knowledge. In this fashion, 
meaningful data can be extracted and converted into knowledge.  
 Knowledge extraction functions as an important tool for the seamless processing 
of systems and information. The term, “seamless execution”, relates to 
“autonomous/intelligent execution”. Suppose that a process consists of several sub-
processes. An initially designed model and input data (e.g., system parameters) may be 
changed after processing every sub process. Whenever the parameters or data are 
changed at each sub process, efforts such as a modification of data or parameters may be 
needed for the next sub process. Such efforts can prove a significant burden by limiting 
rapid execution and autonomous processing. Yet, if a type of knowledge extraction 
process between two consecutive sub processes exists, knowledge can then be extracted 
from a previous sub process and used to reduce the effort required for subsequent sub 
processes. Furthermore, knowledge extraction is a basic process for constructing 
intelligence. A system with knowledge extraction functions can greatly increase its 
degree of knowledge and handle dynamic changes inside and outside its environment. 
  This dissertation will introduce a more efficient methodology for constructing 
large-scale virtual environments with virtual ontology from 2D images. A hierarchy with 
contexts is referred to as virtual ontology (the detailed definition appears in Section 3). 
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The overall procedure is termed “Large Scale Virtual Environment (LSVE) construction 
through extracting virtual ontology”.  An LSVE with virtual ontology can be used for 
virtual interaction analysis automatically or semi-automatically. A 3D traffic simulation 
can be an example of a virtual interaction analysis, since 2D photos gathered from 
multiple cameras or active vision systems along a road cannot describe a car accident in 
full detail, due to hidden or untaken features.  
The dissertation is organized as follows: Section 1.1 provides an overview of the 
methodology and introduces the problem statement. Section 2 describes the background 
and related research studies. Detailed definitions of virtual model, context, ontology and 
their relationships with the effective data structure for LSVE are given in Section 3. 
Section 4 describes the construction of LSVE using one 2D image and Section 5 
describes the construction process using multi-view scenes. Sections 6 and 7 describe a 
context mapping process for LSVE and related issues. 
 
 
 
1.1. OVERVIEW OF PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 
 
This dissertation focuses on the generation of a virtual environment with virtual 
ontology, using the Metaearth architecture [8] as a data structure for describing 
relationships among virtual components and capturing common patterns in virtual 
components. Figure 2 illustrates the methodology.   
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Figure 2. IDEF-0 diagram of the suggested approach.  
(This IDEF-0 diagram is made by the A10 WIN, KBSi) 
 
 
The Metaearth architecture can be generated in two ways. The first method uses 
one 2D image while the second uses multi-view 2D images. The first method is related 
to scene decomposition or scene understanding techniques in the existing literature. 
Scene understanding can be summarized as “a 2D scene without any structure and 
context is analyzed and merged into some related groups”. Figure 2 shows an IDEF-0 
diagram (level-1) of the first method.   
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Figure 3. IDEF-0 diagram of “virtual ontology extraction from a scene”.  
 
 
This process is called “virtual ontology extraction from a scene” in this 
dissertation. Figure 3 shows IDEF-0 diagram for “virtual ontology extraction from a 
scene”. As an input, a 2D scene such as a photo or a sketch is considered and it is 
converted into relational model.  In this dissertation, a virtual model or generated 
architecture is defined as an atomic (virtual) model, relational (virtual) model and model 
with structural knowledge, as follows: 
 
Definition 1. Atomic (virtual) model 
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A (reconstructed virtual) model which does not have any relationship among model 
components.  For example, a reconstructed 3D model using general stereo vision 
techniques is an atomic model. 
 
Definition 2. Relational (virtual) model 
A (virtual) model with relationships among model components which can be represented 
as a graph, structure, hierarchy or architecture. For example, a 3D model with its scene 
graph is a relational model. 
 
Definition 3. (virtual) model with structural knowledge 
A model with a hierarchy among model components and contextual knowledge in the 
hierarchy which  can be used directly in virtual interaction analysis and  can also 
interact with other models with structural knowledge.  
 
Figure 3 (and Section 4) illustrates the generation of a relational model.  Since its 
only input is a 2D image, Z depth cannot be extracted in general. Thus this model is a 
“relational model” with a hierarchy. Like other scene understanding techniques, the 
suggested technique uses “over-segmentation”, yet the technique differs, because it 
converts a 2D image into a type of graph structure and modifies it. The detailed 
procedures and explanations are discussed in Section 4. 
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Figure 4. IDEF-0 diagram for generating a virtual model with virtual ontology.  
 
 
The second method generates Z-depth information using stereo vision or multi-
view vision approaches, producing a hierarchy with X, Y, Z coordinates. Figure 4 
illustrates an input-output-control-mechanism (ICOM) model of this approach.  The 
detailed processes and implementation are discussed in Section 5. 
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Figure 5. IDEF-0 diagram for context mapping procedure.  
 
 
Using both methods, we can now generate a relational model. The remaining 
procedure is to map contexts into the obtained hierarchy. This objective is achieved 
using comparisons between the generated Metaearth architecture and context library. 
Since both the generated Metaearth architecture and context library are represented as 
types of graphs, we classify the comparison as a graph-subgraph isomorphic matching 
problem [9]. Figure 5 shows the ICOM model of the context mapping procedure. The 
difference between a general subgraph isomorphic matching and this problem and an 
algorithm for mapping context using the Metaearth architecture is explained in Section 
6. 
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2. BACKGROUND AND LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
 
This dissertation incorporates knowledge and issues in areas such as computer 
vision, pattern classification, optimization, data modeling and semantics/ontology. As a 
result, many theories and implementations are required.  In general, state-of-the art 
research studies term virtual ontology extraction (A2 shown in Figure 2), a scene 
understanding, image parsing and decomposition.  
 
Table 1. Related research fields and usage. 
Related field and algorithm Usage 
Computer vision algorithm - 3D reconstruction  
Pattern classification 
algorithm 
- 3D reconstruction  
- Construction of virtual model  
- Reorganization of virtual ontology  
3D modeling and 
geometric modeling 
- Representation of virtual model  
- Extracting corresponding / related data  
Optimization methods  
- Fast reconstruction   
- Occlusion handling  
- Construction of virtual ontology  
- Reorganization algorithm  
Fuzzy logic and control - Ambiguity handling in 3D reconstruction - Ambiguity handling in pattern classification 
Graph theory - Graph isomorphic matching - Graph-subgraph isomorphic matching 
Data / information / 
knowledge modeling 
- Modeling hierarchy for virtual model  
- Representation of semantics  
- Modeling virtual ontology  
Virtual analysis and 
simulation 
- Verification of effectiveness of generated 
virtual model  and virtual ontology    
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The virtual model generation procedure (A1 in Figure 2) is related to many 3D 
reconstruction techniques, and virtual ontology intensification (A3) is related to 
ontology/semantics related studies. Table 1 shows several related research fields and 
stages in which the various algorithms are used. The following sections classify the 
related research studies by 3D reconstruction (A1), scene understanding (A2) and 
context mapping in a graph structure (A3). 
 
 
 
2.1 RESEARCH STUDIES FOR VIRTUAL MODEL GENERATION 
 
Existing 3D reconstruction algorithms have been classified according to these 
criteria: 
 
 System input and source type 
 Preprocessing criteria 
 Modeling methodologies 
 Post-processing task 
 Types of virtual model 
 Format of virtual model  
 Usage/application of virtual model   
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 Format of ontology/knowledge 
 
Figure 6 shows a classification for generating a virtual model using existing 
algorithms which can be used for both identifying the characteristics of each algorithm 
and comparing the algorithms. 
 
 
Figure 6. Classification of existing methodologies. 
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For example, Cornelis et al. reconstruct a 3D urban scene using stereovision 
matching [10] with images from a streaming video. The model has been used for 
identifying vehicles on the road. Their algorithm can be classified based on the blue 
procedures in Figure 7; many existing research studies using stereovision have similar 
frameworks. 
 
 
Figure 7. Cornelis et al.’s method [10].  
 
 
The main characteristic of stereo vision-based 3D reconstruction is that the 
generated model is usually an atomic model (see Section 1.1), meaning that it has no 
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hierarchy. This limitation causes difficulties for the generated virtual environment’s uses 
in a virtual interaction analysis. 
Other algorithms can construct a relational model or model with structural 
knowledge having virtual ontology. In general, an active virtual model can be generated 
using expert systems or pre-defined rules. Grimsdale and Lambourn employ an expert 
system to identify types of roads [11] using parameters such as average length, 
curvature, width, junction type and so on. Even though the generated virtual road model 
is an model with structural knowledge, the usage of parameter-based identification 
methods causes low effectiveness and fails to identify more complex shape and models. 
This approach is in blue in Figure 8. 
 
 
Figure 8. Grimsdale and Lambourn’s reconstruction method using an expert system 
 [11, 12]. 
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Lechner et al. use an agent-based system to describe a city model [13].  
However, these algorithms are unsuitable for generating a LSVE. To overcome this 
limitation, a vision based virtual model generation approach is described in section 5. 
Input data and recognized data can be considered as criteria, such as: 
 Geometry-based construction 
 Image–based construction 
 Hybrid construction 
 
Geometry-based algorithms construct a 3D model from point clouds. The points 
are measured and usually generated using 3D scanners. These methods are reviewed in 
Biggers et al. [14] in detail. The main characteristic is that these points already contain 
depth information (e.g. Z values). Using this depth information, a mesh model can be 
generated and converted to a 3D model format such as B-rep format. However, these 
methods are also not suitable for reconstructing LSVEs such as buildings or cities.  
Another approach uses 2D images as an input. The images can be 
stereovision/multi-view based images, sketches or other general images. At source level, 
these images can be classified into ground-based imagery, airborne imagery or hybrid 
imagery. The level information of input images strongly influences the shape and 
characteristics of reconstructed 3D volume. For example, ground-based imagery 
methods create a 3D virtual model without roof information. Some research studies 
have used hybrid approaches considering both geometry information and image 
information, i.e. Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) data [15-17]. With similar data, 
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digital elevation model (DEM), digital terrain model (DTM) and digital surface model 
(DSM) have been used [18, 19]. These data have Z-depth information, making them, 
useful for acquiring more accurate virtual models and generating large scale virtual 
models. However, these methods are dependent on the measuring devices.  
Regarding the issue of data format, Prusinkiewicz et al. have introduced L-
system and the Chomsky grammar to describe plants’ shape [20]. While their data 
format can track changes in design, it is only useful for 2D models and cannot describe 
complex 3D volumes.  
The suggested approach in Section 5 generates a virtual model from several 2D 
images overcoming these limitations. The algorithm uses computer vision techniques 
and fuzzy logic for handling ambiguities in 3D reconstruction. The details are provided 
in the following sections. 
 
 
 
2.2 RESEARCH STUDIES FOR SCENE UNDERSTANDING 
 
One research trend is a new and important topic in image processing. It is known 
by similar names, such as: scene understanding [21, 22], generation of scene structure 
[23], scene decomposition [24], image parsing [25], image labeling [26, 27], and multi-
class image segmentation [28-30]. The main objective is to obtain a scene structure from 
an input image, such as a taken photo or multiple images such as image frames or stereo 
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images. The acquired structure is related to the knowledge acquisition process, as 
discussed in Section 1. The research is relatively new and there are fewer examples 
comparatively than other image processing techniques.  
An early stage, however, has been invoked by studies in image segmentation [31-
39]. Using visual cues, extracted edge information and shape information, an image is 
first over-segmented and the over-segmented regions are then merged using pre-defined 
similarity measures. Since these image segmentation techniques fail to describe the 
meaning of each reason and relationship between two regions, additional research 
examines efforts for representing relationship among segmented regions and generating 
a structure. Various pattern classification techniques are applied and merged with image 
segmentation techniques. For example, some predefined patterns are detected using 
detection algorithms and the detected image regions are converted to a structure. Tu et 
al. [25] detects faces and texts from a image using a Bayesian approach and AdaBoost 
method. However, their approach can parse only the pre-defined patterns. 
Another avenue of research uses color, shape [40] or other information [41, 42], 
to first over-segment an image and merge it using supervised learning methods. Gould et 
al. [23] use a specific energy function for merging over-segmented regions and train it 
using predefined patterns such as sky, tree, road, grass, etc. In general, this approach 
depends heavily on the quality of the trained model and input data. This characteristic 
has a significant influence on the performance of each algorithm. Another characteristic 
of these research trends is that the output of these algorithms is only segmentation. Even 
though grouped segmentations may have several meanings, they are not useful for 
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capturing and reorganizing higher semantics. The limitations and disadvantages of 
current scene understanding approaches are summarized as: 
 Heavily dependent on predefined patterns and training algorithms: most 
approaches use supervised learning techniques 
 Most over-segmentation techniques use a visual cue such as color and cannot 
generate more accurate structures 
 3D information is absent 
 Most data formats of the generated structures are only segmented regions and 
insufficient for representing a scene structure 
 
Recently, Saxena et al. [21] obtained a 3D scene structure from a single still 2D 
image using Markov Random Field (MRF) which is trained by supervised learning 
technique. Even though their method generates 3D models for 64.9% of 588 images, its 
performance depends on the trained MRF model. Z depth information is also driven 
from the trained MRF model. Following Saxena et al., Delarge et al. [43, 44] and Hoiem 
et al. [24, 45] assume that the environment is made of a flat ground with vertical walls, 
but this assumption generates an inaccurate structure.  
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Table 2. Characteristics of existing research studies in scene understanding. 
Research studies Learning method 
Format of scene 
structure 
Generation of 
3D information 
Scene 
Under-
standing 
Saxena et al. 
[21] 
Supervised 
Learning 
(Bayesian method) 
MRF O 
Delage et al. 
[43, 44] 
Supervised 
learning 
segmentation O 
Hoiem et al. 
[24, 45] 
Supervised 
learning 
segmentation O 
Tu et al. 
[25] 
Bayesian methods segmentation X 
Gould et al. 
[23] 
Supervised 
learning 
segmentation X 
 
 
The suggested algorithms in Sections 4 and 5 overcome the limitations listed in 
Table 2. The scene structure can be represented as a special graph structure (the 
Metaearth architecture in Section 3) and it can be generated from one scene (the methods 
in Section 4) and multiview images (the methods in Section 5).  The suggested 
algorithms, presented in Section 4 and 5 do not depend on any supervised learning 
method, making them useful in more general application areas.  Detailed theories and 
discussion are described in the following sections. 
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2.3 RESEARCH STUDIES FOR ONTOLOGY AND SEMANTICS 
 
A model with structural knowledge has a hierarchy and semantics (Definition 3). 
In this dissertation, the semantics-mapped hierarchy is called a virtual ontology (the 
detailed definition is described in Section 3.1). In the model with structural knowledge, 
semantics are represented as contextual knowledge which is created by combining 
virtual components in the generated structure and context.  
Montague and Dowty [46] first introduced and developed semantic theory in 
research fields handling natural language.  According to their definition, the elements of 
symbolic objects can be called semantic features and semantics can be a meaning. 
However, many researchers define ontology according to their own concepts. For 
example, Anderson and Vasilakis [47] define it in terms of geometric modeling as a 
rigorous conceptualization of some knowledge domain. By structuring knowledge from 
a defined ontology, systems can semantically inter-operate when processing, exchanging 
or presenting information. In this concept, ontology can vary by domains and application 
areas.  
Currently, efforts to extract ontology and semantics are a major topic of research 
in artificial intelligence, data mining and communication theory [48-51].  In particular, 
semantics and ontology play a crucial role in the development of semantic Web and Web 
2.0 especially the Web Ontology Languages OWL and Resource Description Framework 
(RDF) [52-54].  
In general, the research consists of three streams: how to generate ontology; 
effective data structure; and how to intensify ontology and semantics. The first stream 
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can be handled differently in each application. As stated above, this dissertation 
examines its generation from a 2D image or multi-view images.  
The second stream, data format of ontology, is related to the representation of 
ontology. The most popular format uses a graph-based format or its own language. Goh 
et al. [55] use their own language called COINL via the Frame Logic method. While this 
kind of format is useful for a specific application, it has a disadvantage in general usage 
and representation simultaneously. Wu et al. [56] use a directed labeled graph to 
represent ontology. The graph is defined using a 4-tuple: concept node, edge for concept 
nodes, labels for concept node and labels for edge. The main limitation of their ontology 
graph is that it fails to define relationships among labels. The relationships among labels 
as well as among conceptual nodes are important in establishing detailed ontology. For 
this reason, we use Metaearth architecture as described in Section 3. 
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3. VIRTUAL ONTOLOGY AND METAEARTH ARCHITECTURE 
 
This section presents the exact definitions of virtual ontology, Metaearth 
architecture [8] and related terms used in this dissertation. Section 3.1 explains the 
concept of virtual ontology and its definition in comparison with other formats. Section 
3.2 describes the features of Metaearth architecture and gives a summary of Lee and 
Banerjee [8].  
 
 
 
3.1 VIRTUAL ONTOLOGY 
 
As discussed in section 2.3, the definition and concept of ontology varies by 
application and domains.  
In general, ontology is defined by 5-tuple: },,,,{: 0ArelHRCO c . O  indicates 
“ontology”, C means “concept”, R represents “relation”, cH indicates “concept 
hierarchy”, rel means “function relation”, such as relationship between concepts 
( RCCR : ) and 0A represents “axiom”, such as the relationship between C  and R . 
In this definition, the set },{ CHC  is called “Taxonomy” and the set of Taxonomy , 
R , rel  and 0A  is called “Ontology”. However, the general representation is not suitable 
for virtual ontology. We apply ontology to a virtual model or a generated model after 
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scene understanding procedures. In our concept, ontology is termed virtual ontology and 
defined as: 
 
Definition 4. Virtual ontology  
A virtual ontology is a structure of virtual environment with knowledge. The structure 
can be a hierarchy or relationships among virtual components. The knowledge of overall 
environment or a knowledge belongs to one or some virtual components. The knowledge 
is embedded in the structure with various formats.  
 
Knowledge represented with contexts is called a contextual knowledge. In this 
dissertation, knowledge implies a contextual knowledge. A context is a label with one or 
more meanings. As shown in Figure 1, each part of a virtual robot has a label, such as 
basis, arm or grip, which indicates that part 1 is being used as a “Lower Basis” of the 
robot and part 4 is being mapped as a grip. The label defines the usage of a virtual 
component and guides its action. We call the label a context, and a type of knowledge in 
a virtual environment is represented using contexts.  
Since our objective is to generate a virtual environment’s hierarchy and its 
contextual knowledge, the identification of all virtual components is the prior condition 
for establishing virtual ontology. Once the virtual components are detected, we can 
generate the structure, which can be a kinematic structure, a structure describing 
interaction, a hierarchy indicating distance, or a type of scene graph.   
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Figure 1 shows that the virtual robot’s structure is represented by its kinematic 
structure. When a mechanical part or assembled products are represented in a virtual 
model, it is reasonable to consider a kinematics as a structure. When using a virtual 
environment to describe interactions between virtual objects, the structure must indicate 
the degree of interaction, i.e. high and low. In most games or simulations using virtual 
components, the overall structure represents interactions among inner components. In 
this manner, the structure can be altered by the characteristics and objective of the virtual 
environment.  
However, in a generic image such as a natural scene or photo, it is quite difficult 
to capture the characteristics or objective of the reconstructed virtual environment. In 
this case, we can use a type of scene graph as a structure. Sowizal et al. [57] define scene 
graph as a description of a 3D world rendered by a graphic. The format most often used 
is the directed acyclic graph (DAG) with nodes and arcs of various types. In general, 
commercial graphics software systems like VRML, OpenInventor, Performer, Java3D 
and X3D use this scene graph concept as a structure of overall virtual environments. In 
the scene graph, arcs represent relationships among nodes using parent-child relationship 
and reference relationship. With two types of nodes (group node and leaf node), a 
volume, geometry or texture can be represented. Figure 9 illustrates a scene graph in a 
Java3D model. 
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Figure 9. A scene graph and the OWL representation in a Java 3D model. 
(This Java 3D model is constructed using TAMU3D  software which is developed 
 using JAVA3D and VRML ) 
 
 
While a scene graph is a useful description of a virtual environment for a general 
architecture, its limitations are: 
 When a group or patterns are repeated, the scene graph may be complex.  
 The context of a virtual component can be represented as only annotation or 
notes.  
 It is not suitable for describing interactions between virtual components. 
 
A more effective structure for describing virtual ontology is Metaearth 
architecture [8]. We propose this architecture to describe any LSVE with many 
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interactions among virtual components. It allows us to construct an LSVE with less 
redundant designs. The next section summarizes the characteristics and advantages.  
 
 
 
3.2 METAEARTH ARCHITECTURE 
 
“Metaearth” is a synthetic word combining meta and earth [8]. The architecture 
itself derives from the earth’s structure which consists of an outer core and an inner core, 
a mantle layer and a crust layer. The crust layer corresponds to the virtual space layer 
where the virtual components exist. The core layers correspond to the library layer and 
ontology layer. These layers are “in charge” of the assets of virtual components in the 
virtual space layer. The mantle layer corresponds to a mapping layer which describes the 
mapping from shared components in the library layer to virtual manufacturing 
components in the virtual space layer. Table 3 and Figure 10 describe the roles and 
components of the layers. 
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Table 3. Each layer’s role and components in Metaearth architecture [8]. 
 
Layer Components Role 
Virtual space 
layer 
(Crust layer) 
Each virtual object elements 
Describe virtual 
environment to 
communicate with users 
Mapping layer 
(Mantle layer) 
Mapping (replication) 
from virtual object in core 
layers 
to virtual object in crust layer 
Each mapping describes  
rotation angles, (x,y,z) 
position coordinates and 
scale vectors. 
Core 
layer 
Library 
layer 
(Outer core 
layer) 
Outer core layer Layer for reusability 
Ontology 
layer 
(Inner core 
layer) 
Inner core layer 
Describes configuration 
and characteristics of 
LSVE 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 10. Metaearth architecture [8]. 
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The virtual space layer consists of multi-interactions. This graph’s vertices 
represent virtual components in the virtual environment. These components are 
replicated from the library (outer core) layer’s components. The library layer’s role is 
similar to the library/asset of virtual components used in the virtual space layer. Each 
virtual component in the virtual space layer may have interactive relationship(s) with 
other virtual components. This characteristic is useful for describing a LSVE. In a 
natural scene, this interaction relationship can be replaced by adjacent information for a 
scene graph. Figure 11 illustrates the interaction among some virtual components. The 
constructed virtual space layer is a workstation in a manufacturing facility. 
 
   
(a) Interaction representation            (b) Interaction representation 
at machine level                         in manufacturing cell 
Figure 11. Virtual space layer’s interaction representation [8]. 
(This simulation is performed using virtualFactory software which is developed using 
JAVA3D and VRML ) 
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In Figure 11 (a), the industrial robot loads products from one conveyor belt to the 
other conveyor belt. It can be interpreted as the industrial robot 
communicating/interacting with the two conveyor belts. The relationship is represented 
using the interaction graph shown below the snapshot in Figure 11 (a). Next, Figure 11 
(b) provides the interaction graph for a small manufacturing cell, where conveyor belts 
#1 and #2 are modeled using one conveyor belt model. The original model of the 
conveyor belt is defined in the library layer. It is replicated in two conveyor belts in the 
virtual space layer. This approach increases the reusability of virtual models. Figure 12 
shows this mapping; the information in the mapping layer contains the rotation axes and 
angles, center positions’ coordinates and scale vector. This description is represented 
using XML format for distributed configuration between multi-virtual space layer and 
library layer.  
  
 
Figure 12. Metaearth architecture for conveyor belts [8]. 
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Metaearth architecture is useful from the perspective of high reusability of virtual 
components and allows us to check the structure of the virtual environment. The 
architecture has interaction relations or hierarchical relationships in the virtual space 
layer and ontology information in the ontology layer. Mapping between the two layers 
occurs in the mapping (mantle) layer using XML format.   
Note that we can expand the architecture to many large-scale environments. In 
this case, the virtual space layer can be divided into multi-interaction graphs. The library 
layers as a virtual models’ library can be divided into more detail levels and sub-layers. 
Each mapping is accomplished by checking the ontology.   
 
Metaearth architecture has eight characteristics:  
 Reusability 
 Support for large-scale virtual environments 
 Scalability 
 Collaboration 
 Distributed control 
 Dynamic reconfiguration 
 Interaction management 
 Support for a variety of industrial areas and applications 
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Table 4 shows the manual Metaearth construction procedures. One objective of 
this approach is to generate the Metaearth architecture automatically (achieved by the 
suggested approaches in Section 4 and 5). 
 
Table 4. Metaearth construction procedures and generated layer in each step [8]. 
 
 
 
In the virtual space layers, the same component and similar components are 
classified. Through this process, we extract the common components and use them for 
virtual model library/assets. Even though one virtual component is not shared with any 
other virtual component, we can use it as a reference model in the next LSVE. We can 
also expand Metaearth architecture to a significantly larger LSVE. Figure 13 illustrates 
the distributed virtual plants concept [8] where the distributed facilities are established 
effectively with the shared components via the use of Metaearth architecture. 
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Figure 13. Metaearth architecture for a virtual factory [8]. 
 
    
(a) 50 plants in virtual space        (b) Interaction graph among 50 plants 
    
(c) Generation of library layer       (d) Generation of mapping layer 
Figure 14. Generation of each layer in Metaearth architecture [8]. 
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50 arbitrary 3D points are randomly generated as the locations of 50 plants 
(Figure 14 (a)). The interaction or adjacent relationship is generated as shown in Figure 
14 (b). These interactions among 50 virtual components are randomly generated. We 
consider 8 components as shared virtual objects in the library layer. Based on this 
situation, we create the library layer and mapping layer as shown in Figure 14 (c) and 
(d). Finally, Figure 15 shows the multi-distributed virtual plant model using the 
Metaearth architecture (note that we have removed some of the interactions for a clearer 
understanding). 
 
 
Figure 15. Metaearth architecture for distributed virtual plant model. 
 
 
This architecture is considered as a good data structure keeping virtual ontology 
defined in section 3.1. As it has virtual components, their relationship, ontology / library 
and their mapping, various relationship and semantics can be represented in the 
Metaearth architecture.  
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 Definition 5 defines virtual ontology using the Metaearth concept: 
Definition 5. Mathematical definition of virtual ontology  
Virtual ontology is defined as a graph:  
},,,,,{: 21 CRCMRCIVCVO   
Where, VO is “virtual ontology”, 
VC is the set of virtual component , 
I is the interactive relationship such as VCVCI : , 
1C is the set of shared components,  
MR is the mapping relationship between 1C and VC  such that VCCMR 1: , 
2C is the set of context,  
 CR is the relationship between 2C  and 1C such that 12: CCCR   
 
In definition 5, VC is a set consisting of a virtual space layer in the Metaearth 
architecture. 1C  and 2C  are the components consisting of the library layer and ontology 
layer. Finally, the context 2C is mapped to 1C  using CR  and 1C is linked to each 
VC through MR . From this viewpoint, MR can be considered as a component of the 
mapping layer in Metaearth architecture.  Virtual ontology can be represented using this 
Metaearth architecture. The next sections explain how we can automatically or semi-
automatically generate Metaearth architecture from scenes. 
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4. CONSTRUCTION OF VIRTUAL ONTOLOGY USING ONE SCENE 
 
4.1 OVERALL PROCEDURE FOR  
VIRTUAL ONTOLOGY GENERATION FROM A SCENE 
 
 
This section describes how to generate Metaearth architecture with virtual 
ontology from a 2D image. The process starts by over-segmenting a scene (the 2D 
image) using the proposed algorithm. Recall that the suggested approach generates 
relationships between components which are not adjacent as an additional advantage.  
 
Figure 16. A general procedure of existing scene understanding algorithm. 
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Next, we group the segmented regions via the object merging process and the 
semantic merging process. Finally, the 2D scene is converted into Metaearth architecture 
(described in Section 3.2). Figure 16 shows the general procedures of existing scene 
understanding techniques using IDEF 0 diagram and Figure 17 illustrates the procedure 
broken down by steps and sub-steps.  
 
 
Figure 17. The general procedures for generating virtual ontology from a scene. 
 
 
The three sub-steps depicted in Figure 17 and detailed in Figure 18 are: 1) fuzzy 
color-based over-segmentation; 2) object merging; and 3) semantic merging.  
 
1) Fuzzy color-based over-segmentation  
The approach considers over-segmentation as a pre-processor which is dependent on 
prior knowledge or training mechanisms. Most methods such as Chung and Fung [58] 
use a pre-defined fuzzy color for segmentation, but the result and quality are not stable, 
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because uniform color quantization or trained fuzzy color are not extracted from an 
input.  
 
 
Figure 18. Detailed sub-processes of virtual ontology generation from a scene. 
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2) Object merging 
The segmentation process generates an initial graph structure using adjacency among 
segments. This graph forms our initial layout for generating the virtual space layer in 
Metaearth architecture.  
3) Semantic merging 
Having constructed the virtual space layer, we can now generate the core layer and 
mapping layer via the semantic merging process. 
The following sections explain the three sub-processes with suitable examples 
and implementations. 
 
 
 
4.2 FUZZY COLOR-BASED OVER-SEGMENTATION AND GENERATION OF 
VIRTUAL SPACE LAYER 
 
4.2.1 FUZZY COLOR-BASED OVER-SEGMENTATION 
 
Over-segmentation is considered as a preprocessing stage. Using an image with 
7681024 pixels, the initial number of overall pixels is )7681024(432,786  . Note that 
handling around 700,000 variables is considered a large-scale optimization issue. In 
addition, each pixel has many properties such as true color, hue or lamination. In true 
color, a pixel has red (R), green (G) and blue (B). Each R, G, B value has one value out 
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of 0 to 255 ( 82 ). If a pixel has a true color, the size of the variable increases to 
242432,786  . Obviously, the increased size contributes to computation complexity; 
thus, in order to reduce the variables we conduct random sampling to select a certain 
amount of pixels. Considering the input image’s height and width, we extract 700/1  
pixels. Figure 19 shows the randomly sampled pixels.  
        
      
 
(a) A 7681024 image                                      (b) Randomly sampled pixels 
Figure 19. Original 2D image and extracted pixels. 
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The true colors in the extracted pixels are selected by 1/700 scales of our original 
image size. Figure 20 shows the R, G, B plotting from the extracted pixels. 
 
 
 
Figure 20. Red, Green and Blue color plotting from randomly extracted pixels. 
 
 
The objective of this process is to obtain K-means fuzzy color quantization from 
the input image. The problem is to determine the K value. In most K-means algorithms 
or KNN approaches, the value K is assumed or determined using learning methods. 
Figure 21 shows the general K-means algorithm.  
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Figure 21. General procedure of K-means algorithm. 
 
 
To determine an effective K value,  we modify Ray and Turi’s method [59]. 
Their method uses the intra-cluster distance measure and inner-cluster distance measure. 
In their method, K value is determined by some condition such as minimizing the inner-
cluster scatter and maximizing the intra-cluster separation.  
 
Definition 6. Inner distance 
Inner distance 
 

K
i j
iji zx
N 1 1
2
, ||
1
 
where, N is the number of sampled pixels 
K is the number of color quantization 
},...,2,1{ Ki  
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jix , is 
thj  pixel’s R,G,B vector in the thi cluster 
and iz is the R,G,B center in the 
thi cluster 
 
Definition 7. Inter distance 
Inter distance )|(|min
2
,...,1
1,...,1
ji zz
Kij
Ki



 
where, iz is the R,G,B center in the 
thi cluster  
and jz is the R,G,B center in the 
thj cluster 
 
Using the two distance gives the ratio distance as defined: 
 
Definition 8. Ratio distance (K) 
Ratio distance (K) )|(|min
||
1
distanceInter
 distanceInner
2
1 1
2
,
,...,1
1,...,1
ji
K
i j
iji
zz
zx
N
Kij
Ki






 
 
 
Since the desirable K can be defined by minimizing 
 

K
i j
iji zx
N 1 1
2
, ||
1
and 
maximizing )|(|min
2
,...,1
1,...,1
ji zz
Kij
Ki



, the minimized ratio distance is expected to provide 
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the desirable K.  In this manner, optimal K is calculated using a nonlinear programming 
in Table 5. 
 
Table 5. K-fuzzy color determination using nonlinear programming. 
 
 Optimal K value )|(|min
||
1
minarg
2
1 1
2
,
,...,1
1,...,1
ji
K
i j
iji
K zz
zx
N
Kij
Ki






 
 
 Constraint 
o )distance(KRatio 1)distance(KRatio   
o 1)distance(KRatio)distance(KRatio   
o 5K   
o MaxKK  
 
 
The objective function of the nonlinear programming has four types of 
constraints. The first and second guarantee a locally minimizing ratio distance and the 
third prevents a trivial solution. Assuming K is a small number, such as 5K , an inter 
distance between two clusters is usually larger and can be a trivial solution. The 
nonlinear programming allows us to calculate an optimal K value from the input image. 
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Figure 22 shows this process. Thus, we obtain the value 12 as the optimal K minimizing 
the ratio distance. 
 
 
Figure 22. Determination of K using nonlinear programming. 
 
 
Finally, the R, G, B color values from the randomly extracted pixels (Figure 20) 
are segmented into 12 regions (Figure 23). 
 
 
Figure 23. Segmented regions using nonlinear programming. 
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After segmenting color spaces are acquired using an input source, fuzzy colors 
are extracted from each segmented region.  As this fuzzy color extraction is based on the 
input source, it is called “dynamic fuzzy color extraction”. Other methods such as Chung 
and Fung [58] and Konstantinidis et al. [60] use a predefined fuzzy color or trained 
parameters for extracting fuzzy colors. In this concept, existing methods can be 
considered as “static fuzzy color generations”. In this dissertation, a triangular fuzzy 
membership function [61] is used for defining fuzzy color. Definition 9 represents 
triangular based fuzzy color. 
 
Definition 9. Fuzzy color 
The thi segment’s fuzzy color is defined by 
)
~
,
~
,
~
( 3,2,1, iii III  
where, 1,
~
iI =Red fuzzy value, 
 2,
~
iI =Green fuzzy value, 
3,
~
iI =Blue fuzzy value, 
Each color fuzzy value is defined by 
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colorjcolorj
colorjcolorjcolorj
colorjcolorjcolorj
colorjcolorj
where
colorjcolorj
colorjcolorj
colorjcolorj
colorjcolorj
I
th
segmenti
th
th
segmenti
thth
segmenti
th
segmenti
thth
segmenti
th
segmenti
th
th
segmenti
th
segmenti
thth
segmenti
th
segmenti
th
segmenti
th
segmenti
th
jji
th
thth
thth
th
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th
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th






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
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

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


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

















max
maxmode
modemin
min
,
0
modmax
max
minmode
min
0
~
3,2,1;,
 
 The extraction of fuzzy color is shown in Figure 24. It offers two important 
advantages: 
1.  R,G,B true color pixels can have various jiI ,
~  
2. Input image-based fuzzy color generation has superiority. 
 
The first advantage means that a specific pixel can belong to many segments (one 
to many mapping) with jiI ,
~
 utility values. This characteristic is useful for determining 
ordering the next best segment in a true color-based color.  
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Figure 24. Fuzzy color generation. 
 
 
Finally, the image is re-segmented using the generated fuzzy colors. Figure 25 
shows that each red boundary-based segment is obtained by measuring the distance 
between a pixel’s color and the generated fuzzy colors. We select the closed fuzzy color 
as an alternating color of the pixel. If the 8 adjacent pixels near the pixel have the same 
fuzzy color, it is determined as the same group.  
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Figure 25. The initial over-segmented image. 
 
 
However, fuzzy color-based segmented regions exhibit several problems, one of 
which is over-abstraction. Even though fuzzy color can map one pixel to multiple colors, 
the existence of the small fuzzy colors (= K fuzzy small colors) occurs in over-
abstraction, i.e. comparatively distinct colors are grouped in one segment. Figure 26 
shows an example of over-abstraction. 
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(a) Selected regions in original image. 
 
 
(b) selected regions from the fuzzy color-based segmentation. 
Figure 26. Example of over-abstraction. 
 
 
From the 557 initially segmented regions, we select the first and second regions. 
The second region as shown in Figure 26 (b), represents part of the cloud. It can be 
considered a substantially over-segmented region because it has only one context 
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(cloud). The first region with three contexts, sky, cloud and building wall, is considered 
“over-abstraction”. The occurrence of over-abstraction due to the small number of fuzzy 
colors requires re-segmenting some regions. To prevent over-abstraction, the “cell 
division using EM algorithm”, a statistical method which is guaranteed to converge to 
the maximum likelihood estimator (MLE) for estimating a parameter, is proposed. An 
abbreviation of the Expectation-Maximization algorithm, EM algorithm is based on the 
concept of replacing one difficult likelihood maximization with a sequence of easier 
maximization whose limit is the answer to the original problem [62]. Table 6 delineates 
the procedure. 
 
 
Table 6. Cell division process using EM algorithm. 
Step 1 : In each fuzzy color segmented region, R, G, B histogram is generated. 
 
Step 2 : Estimation of Gaussian mixture distributions 
In each R,G,B histogram, a Gaussian mixture distributions is mapped. 
),( 2,,3,2,1; jiji
i
ijj uZwf   
 Step 2.1 : An estimation of unimodal Gaussian mixture distribution using direct 
fitting - regression 
Step 2.2 : An estimation of multimodal Gaussian mixture distribution using EM 
algorithm 
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Table 6. Continued. 
 Expectation procedures:   
          calculation of ][XE j  and ],..,,..,,..|[ 111 nnnj wwRE   
 Maximization (Minimization) procedures 
o Objective fun. |],..,,..,,..|[][| 111 nnnjj wwREXEMin   
o Constraint and learning equations 
 nkwww k
old
k
new
k ,...,1;   
 nkk
old
k
new
k ,...,1;    
 nkk
old
k
new
k ,...,1;    
 
Step 3 : Determination of a number of mixed Gaussian distribution in each R,G,B 
color 
|),(][|minarg 2,,,
256
0
dRZwRXEn jiji
n
i
jij
n
j    
Step 4 : Cell division 
j
ii
nsegmentdividedofnumbertotal
3,2,1; 
  
 
 
Here, we assume that each color histogram from a specific segment can be 
explained using Gaussian mixture distributions. Using the suggested algorithm, the over-
abstracted region is divided into regions. Figure 27 shows the result.  
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Figure 27. Result of cell division. 
 
 
In this figure, one region is divided into 4 regions. The histogram of the red and 
blue color are fitted by a bimodal Gaussian mixed distribution and the histogram of the 
green color is fitted by a unimodal Gaussian mixed distribution. Finally, the 4 inner 
regions ( 2124  ) are segmented using cell division.  
Another problem with the suggested fuzzy color-based segmentation is noise. 
Figure 25 shows that our segmented image comprises many small areas, or “noise 
regions”. However, even though each has a specific color and context, we can safely 
ignore in the interests of over-segmentation. We use 1,000 pixels as a predefined size. 
Figure 28 shows the maximum size of the noise region (the blue box).  
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Figure 28. Pre-defined size for determining a noise region. 
 
 
This noise region is merged with other noise regions or non-noise regions. As 
candidate cells to be merged with a noise region, adjacent regions are listed and fuzzy 
color intensities in each R,G,B domain  are compared. If their differences are less than 
our pre-defined small value, we merge the noise cell with the targeted candidate cell. In 
this process, the threshold values are different in each R, G, B color domain. Each 
threshold value is determined by the estimated parameters of the Gaussian mixture 
distributions as shown in Table 5. From the means and variance estimator in each R,G,B 
domain, we calculate the range jiji ,,   , where i  represents each color domain 
( BandGR  32,1 ) and j means thj  as thj  estimator. The reason to use 1   is 
that it is enough for extracting the threshold values empirically. From each jiji ,,    
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plotting, the minimum inter-distance is calculated and used for a threshold value. Figure 
29 is a graphic illustration.  
 
Figure 29. Extraction of a threshold value for noise region handling in the Red color 
space. 
 
 
If the minimum value is 0 or negative value while extracting 3,2,1; ii ,  the next 
positive value is determined as a 3,2,1; ii . After extracting  3,2,1; ii , the R,G,B intensity 
differences between the target noise region and adjacent regions are measured. If these 
intensities are less than 3,2,1; ii , two regions are determined to be merged. Then we 
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merge the region with smaller pixels into the pixel with larger pixels. Figure 30 shows 
the result after cell division and noise region handling. 
 
 
Figure 30. Result of fuzzy color-based segmentation. 
 
 
Compared with the initial segmentations (Figure 25), our finalized image of 78 
regions lacks noise and many over-abstracted regions.  
The final step consists of constructing a virtual space layer for Metaearth 
architecture.   
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4.2.2 GENERATION OF VIRTUAL SPACE LAYER 
 
Figure 31 shows the fuzzy color-based over-segmented region after mapping its 
fuzzy colors. In this example our 768*1024 image is compressed into 78 regions. 
 
 
Figure 31. Over-segmented region with fuzzy colors. 
 
 
Our objective is the construction of Metaearth architecture containing virtual 
ontology. The following section describes the first two steps shown in Table 4: the 
identification of virtual components from the real world and the generation of virtual 
space layers.  In a general 2D image, we replace the first step with the fuzzy color-based 
segmentation so that each region represents one virtual component. This proposition is 
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supported by the inference that each virtual component has unique color and the full 
virtual model can be assembled using these components. Thus, the over-segmented 
regions are converted into a graph structure using each region’s bonding intensity ( jiBI , ) 
defined as:  
 
Definition 10. Bonding intensity ( jiBI , )  
The bonding intensity ( jiBI , ) is the number of shared pixels between 
thi  region and 
thj region.  
 
Proposition 1 . The symmetry of the bonding intensity 
ijji BIBI ,,   
 
The proof of Proposition 1 is trivial. For the adjacency graph, the value in the thi  row 
and the thj column is )( ,, ijji BIBI  . After constructing the adjacency graph, we 
construct the initial graph in which each vertex represents each region. The information 
for a vertex and an edge appears in Figure 32. 
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Figure 32. Elements of a vertex and an edge. 
 
 
In this figure, the Z depth and texture information can be skipped by the input sources. 
For example, the initial graph using Section 5’s methods has Z-depth information. 
Figure 33 shows the generated initial graph from fuzzy color-based over segmented 
region. 
 
Figure 33. Conversion from fuzzy color-based segments into a graph. 
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Figure 34. Initial Metaearth architecture. 
 
 
This generated graph becomes the virtual space layer in Metaearth architecture. 
As there is no context, each vertex is linked to a core – “Unknown”. Figure 34 shows the 
initial Metaearth architecture. The following sections describe how the generated 
Metaearth architecture is intensified through the object merging process and the 
semantic merging process. 
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4. 3 OBJECT MERGING PROCESS 
 
Using fuzzy color based over-segmentation, a 2D input image is segmented into 
over-segmented regions and the initial Metaearth architecture is constructed (Figure 34). 
The suggested process described in Section 4.2 is considered as the pre-processing 
stages for scene understanding. This section’s suggested method can be considered as a 
main stage in scene understanding.  
As discussed in section 2.2, general scene understanding techniques consist of 
two parts: over-segmentation and segment merging. For example, Gould et al. [23] use a 
scan line algorithm. After generating over-segmented regions, each region is compared 
with regions in the same horizontal line. In this comparison, pre-trained detector is used. 
The main limitation of their approach and similar methods is in the usage of pre-trained 
learning mechanisms and the output of over-segmented region. Since the output of the 
over-segmentation process is still segmented regions, the comparison and merging 
among these segments need some preprocessing such as scan line algorithm and require 
much time.  
Since Metaearth architecture is a type of graph, the merging process is executed 
using graph structure in short time. Our objective is to merge similar types of regions 
into one in case they are connected. For example, we segment and merge three regions 
(blue-filled, yellow-filled and white-filled) into three; note the steps needed in the 
existing and suggested methods as shown in Figure 35. 
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(a) Segment merging process in existing techniques. 
 
(b) Object merging process using the suggested algorithm. 
Figure 35. Comparison of existing merging techniques and the suggested method. 
 
 
In the suggested algorithm, this process is executed in a much shorter time.  The 
reason is that the Meatearth architecture is a type of graph structure with adjacency 
matrix where each elements is BI as described in definition 10. In this manner, 
Metaearth architecture is considered a good data structure for performing object 
merging.  
The remaining thing is to determine the similar type of regions. This determination is 
decided using the information presented in vertices and edges shown in figure 32. As 
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other scene understanding techniques do, the suggested approach compares the color, 
edge and shapes of objects. These information are already measured and contained in the 
generated initial Metaearth architecture. In this process, a region has three types of 
information as: 
 Color  : fuzzy color and true color histogram 
 Edge : Bonding intensity 
 Shape : Bounding box, height and width 
 
Our remaining task is determining the regions of similar type using the 
information about vertices and edges as shown in Figure 32.  We can then compare the 
color, edges and shapes of the objects. 
From this data, the merging conditions are generated as: 
 Color-related merging condition :  
3,2,1;,1,, |
~~
|  kkkjki II                                                          -  (1) 
 Edge-related merging condition :  
2, jiBI                                                                    -  (2) 
 Shape-related merging condition :  
 2,31,3 /   ji ww                                                              -  (3) 
2,41,4 /   ji hh                                                               -  (4) 
5),( ji llangle                                                             -    (5) 
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In equation (1), the difference between thi region’s R( 1k ), G( 2k ), B( 3k ) 
fuzzy color and thj region’s R,G,B fuzzy color intensity is compared. If this value is less 
than a threshold value, it meets the color-based merging condition.  Similarly, edge-
related condition and shape-related condition are checked using Metaearth architecture. 
The latter conditions, shape related condition is checked using width ratio (equation (3)), 
height ratio (equation (4)) and co-linearity condition (equation (5)). Figure 36 shows the 
height ratio test and co-linearity condition.  
 
  
 
(a) Height ratio test                                      (b) Co-linearity condition 
Figure 36. Height ratio test and co-linearity condition for object merging. 
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The width, height and angle are calculated from a region’s principal component 
analysis (PCA) -based axis.  Finally, these equations are unified in order to determine 
the merging. Equation (6) shows the parameters of a unified merging equation. 
 




1
0
),,,,|,,,,,,
~
,
~
( 52,1;,42,1;,323,2,1;,1,,3,2,1;,3,2,1;,  ooookkjijijijikkjkki hhwwBIIIf       - 
(6) 
where, 1 means merging two regions and, 
0 means the separation. 
 
However, the shape-related merging condition does not work well in a general 
image. Figure 37 shows a counter-example in which two regions with quite different 
shapes make it difficult to apply shape-based merging conditions. 
 
 
Figure 37. Difficulties of shape-related merging condition. 
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In general, merging conditions considering only color and edge can be used. 
Equation (7) shows the simplified version of equation (6).  
 




1
0
),|,
~
,
~
( 23,2,1;,1,3,2,1;,3,2,1;,  kkjikkjkki BIIIf                                       - (7) 
where, 1 means merging two regions and, 
0 means the separation. 
 
In the particular example, the threshold values are used as 203,2,1;,1 kk and 
1002  . Figure 38 shows one merging scenario using equation (6).  
Finally, 78 regions are merged into 34 regions. Figure 39 shows that the vertices 
without any edge and the absorbed regions have been merged. The surviving regions are 
considered objects in Metaearth architecture. Since we have desired to decrease the 
vertices of the virtual space layer and to simplify it, we call the result the “intensification 
process of virtual space layer”. 
 In summary, the “intensification process of virtual space layer” shows 
that Metaearth architecture has been refined and prepared for the semantic-merging 
process.  
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Figure 38. An example of object merging.  
 
 
 
Figure 39. Metaearth architecture after object-merging process. 
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4. 4 SEMANTIC MERGING PROCESS 
 
Unlike existing scene understanding techniques, the suggested method uses 
another merging process called the “semantic merging process”. This process is related 
to the generation of the ontology and mapping layers in Metaearth architecture, i.e. it 
represents the key process for generating virtual ontology. We execute it using the graph 
structure of Metaearth architecture. 
 
 
Figure 40. Semantic-merging concept. 
 
 
Figure 40 shows how the semantic merging process handles non-adjacent 
regions. In Metaearth architecture, regions with similar fuzzy color that are not adjacent 
are extracted and the shape-merging conditions are checked using equations (3), (4) and 
(5). If these conditions are met, the regions are concluded as having the same context. 
Figure 41 shows an example of semantic merging. Two parts representing sky are not 
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adjacent. After detecting the same fuzzy color and checking the merging condition, two 
regions are combined into one ontology core.  
 
 
Figure 41. An example of semantic merging. 
 
 
Figure 42 shows the finalized Metaearth architecture generated from the original 
2D image. As a result of semantic merging, 18 ontology cores are extracted. The 
extracted core coincides exactly with the 18 contexts of the original image.  
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Figure 42. Metaearth architecture after semantic merging. 
 
 
The next task is to map these contexts to the extracted ontology cores. The 
following section discusses the complexity analysis, the performance of the suggested 
approach and a case study. 
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4. 5 ALGORITHM AND SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS 
 
The suggested approach is to extracting virtual ontology from a 2D scene. As the 
data structure, Metaearth architecture is applied. Figure 43 illustrates the overall 
procedure of the suggested method we now describe. 
 
 
Figure 43. Overall procedure of the suggested approach. 
 
 
The suggested algorithm is executed in polynomial time )( 2MO  where M is the 
number of vertices in the virtual space layer. The algorithm’s complexity is summarized 
in Table 7.  
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Table 7. Complexity of the suggested algorithm. 
Algorithms Algorithm Complexity Description 
Fuzzy segmentation )( 2MO  
Extraction of fuzzy colors : )(KMO  
Fuzzy segmentation : )( 2MO  
M : the number of vertices  
in virtual space layer 
Overall algorithm : 
)( 2MO = )(KMO + )( 2MO  
Object merging )( 2MO  M : the number of vertices  in virtual space layer 
Semantic merging )( 2MO  M : the number of vertices  in virtual space layer 
Overall process )( 2MO  - 
 
 
The fuzzy segmentation process is the most time-consuming of the sub-
processes. While it is compared to the algorithm complexity ( )( 2M ) of Gould et al. 
[23] ’s method (one of the better scene understanding algorithms), our suggested 
algorithm also provides good performance.  
The quality of the generated Metaearth architecture depends on parameters such 
as the size of noise regions and several parameters of merging conditions (see Sections 
4.3 and 4.4). To check the influence of each parameter, we conduct a sensitivity analysis 
using different combinations. We use Figure 16 (a)’s image as the input image; Table 8 
compares the results with the ground truth. 
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 Table 8. Ground truth and average color information of Figure 16(a). 
No Ground truth 
Average R,G,B value 
Red 
(0~255) 
Green 
(0~255) 
Blue 
(0~255) 
1 Sky 168 208 251 
2 Cloud 244 255 255 
3 Wall I 206 216 207 
4 Wall II 130 134 117 
5 Wall III 106 71 65 
6 Window I 52 69 77 
7 Window II 109 118 91 
8 Stair 124 109 88 
9 Tree 35 48 30 
10 A patch of grass I 130 163 110 
11 A patch of grass II 39 70 28 
12 Hole 46 48 34 
13 Stand 199 212 216 
14 Newspaper stand 133 59 48 
15 Bench 188 197 168 
16 Ground I 233 234 219 
17 Ground II 191 207 207 
18 Ground III 240 221 145 
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Table 9 shows the degree of coincidences between the ground truth and the 
suggested approach using different combinations of parameters. The combinations of 
threshold values (Figure 25) for determining noise regions and for color-based object-
merging conditions (equation (1)) are used, followed by an analysis of variance 
(ANOVA).  Figure 44 (a) show the result of two-way ANOVA test. In figure 44 (a), the 
column means the size-related threshold value and the row represents R/G/B color based 
threshold values. The result shows that two hypothesis (“color-related threshold values 
do not affect the performance of the suggested algorithm” and “size-related threshold 
values do not affect the performance of the suggested algorithm”) are rejected. It means 
that the combination of threshold values is very crucial for obtaining well-structured 
virtual ontology. In order to the significance of two types of threshold values (color-
related and size-related threshold values), the response surface method is applied as 
shown in figure 44 (b). After the test of response surface method, it shows that color-
related threshold values are more significant than size-related threshold value. 
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Table 9. Coincidence degree(%) between ground truth and the suggested approach using different parameters. 
 
COLOR INTENSITY PARAMETER 
Use of  
same color intensity value 
Usage of different color intensity value 
R G B R G B R G B R G B R G B R G B 
5 10 15 20 30 50 10 20 10 10 10 20 20 10 10 20 10 20 20 20 10 10 20 20 
S 
I 
Z 
E 
 
 
100 77.8 81.2 82.8 85.3 77.5 70.8 94.4 88.8 88.8 83.8 83.3 83.3 
300 75.3 79.8 81.0 81.1 77.3 68.5 93.2 86.2 81.2 77.9 76.5 73.2 
500 67.3 77.8 77.9 78.1 71.0 66.8 82.3 80.1 80.3 78.2 80.7 81.5 
700 64.3 71.3 72.2 72.9 66.6 66.6 75.6 75.6 74.8 72.5 74.6 74.3 
1000 58.7 59.8 61.1 69.3 61.1 55.0 69.3 67.5 67.6 61.3 64.2 61.5 
1200 47.3 50.0 55.6 55.7 44.4 42.1 61.3 60.8 58.4 55.6 56.3 55.6 
1500 45.0 50.3 50.0 48.3 46.0 46.1 52.3 52.1 51.3 50.7 51.9 51.2 
2000 22.2 38.9 38.9 38.9 34.0 27.7 42.2 40.3 39.6 38.9 39.5 39.5 
5000 11.5 22.2 22.2 22.2 22.2 11.1 22.2 22.2 22.2 22.2 22.2 22.2 
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(a) Test result of two-way ANOVA test 
 
(b) the result of response surface test 
Figure 44. Sensitivity analysis using ANOVA. 
 
 
With this analysis, optimal combinations can be acquired which can then be used 
to generate other Metaearth architecture with different input images. Figure 45 shows a 
Metaearth generation using a Tsukuba image. A Tsukuba image is commonly used for 
generating 3D disparity maps with left and right image pairs. Below, we note that the left 
image of the Tsukuba image shows the effectiveness of the suggested approach.  
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      (a) Original input image                (b) Extraction of sampled pixels 
       
      (c) Determination of K (K=16)       (d) Initial fuzzy color-based over-segmentation 
  
(e) Initial Metaearth architecture           (f) Image after object merging 
Figure 45. Metaearth architecture from Tsukuba image. 
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(g) Finalized Metaearth architecture after semantic merging 
Figure 45. Continued. 
 
 
A limitation of the suggested method is that the generated architecture does not 
have Z depth because only one 2D image is used as an input. When stereo or multiview 
images are used, the generated architecture will have Z depth and can be used in virtual 
interaction analysis. The following section describe the generation of virtual ontology 
with Z depth.  
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5. CONSTRUCTION OF VIRTUAL ONTOLOGY USING MULTIVIEW SCENES 
 
This section discusses the generation of a model with virtual ontology. Existing 
3D reconstruction techniques and their limitations are reviewed and then a more 
effective method is suggested.  
 
 
 
5. 1 ISSUES AND AMBIGUITIES IN 3D RECONSTRUCTION 
 
In general, Z-depth information is obtained using computer vision techniques 
such as stereovision/multi-view approaches. The stereovision method generates a virtual 
model from two stereo images. Corresponding points are selected manually or 
automatically. Typically, the images must be adjusted to eliminate lens distortion and 
other forms of noise. The rectified images are then used to calculate the epipolar 
constraints and fundamental matrix (in cases when the camera matrix is unknown) [63]. 
From the fundamental matrix, two camera matrixes with intrinsic parameters and 
extrinsic parameters are obtained and 3D depths are generated from triangulation.  
Figure 46 shows the procedure. As an example, we use the general 3D computer vision 
technique to reconstruct the image as shown in Figure 47.  
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Figure 46. Stereo vision process. 
 
 
  
(a) Left and Right image pair 
Figure 47. Reconstruction process. 
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(b) Calculation of fundamental matrix and two epipolar constraints  
considering affine transformation  
 
(c) Reconstructed regions 
Figure 47. Continued. 
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As shown in figure 47 (c), the regions are reconstructed using RANSAC [63] 
image rectification and scaling up to affine transformation. However, the reconstructed 
regions are not satisfied due to the inaccurate reconstruction and distortions. In general, 
the traditional computer vision-based 3D reconstruction approaches have several 
problems:  Table 10 summarizes the issues. 
 
Table 10. Problems in virtual model construction. 
Classification Main issues Problem descriptions 
Construction 
speed 
Speed and 
reconstruction 
region 
- Reconstruction of full environment  
: Serious construction time 
 
- Reconstruction of interest regions 
 : How to select interest region  
Selection of 
corresponding 
regions 
Pattern 
classification 
issue 
- General issues in pattern classification  
: Color/geometric/ hybrid matching 
: Strength / limitation of pattern classification 
techniques 
Model 
correction 
Camera 
calibration 
issues 
- Lens distortion 
 : How to correct lens distortion  - radial distortion / 
general distortion 
 : How is the fixed nonlinear function exact? 
 
- Exact camera calibration 
Correction of 
transformation 
- Which transformations can be considered up to? 
 : Projective / affine/ similarity /  Isometric 
transformation 
 
- How to correct 2D images as input and 3D model? 
 : Samson error, iterative golden algorithm [63] and 
so on. 
Occlusion issues 
-  Detection of occlusions 
 
- Recovery of occluded / dis-occluded regions  
Data format Format of virtual model 
Which data model can be useful for next process 
(simulation and analysis) 
 : Mesh model , Voxel, VRML, Java3D, OBJ format, 
B-rep model, other custom formats. 
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Due to these issues, ambiguities are encountered in the 3D reconstruction 
process. There are several ambiguities which general stereovision / multiview vision 
methods have: 
 Ambiguities in distorted image : lens distortions and various image 
transformation 
 Ambiguity in color matching : difficulties in the selection of exact epipolar lines   
 Ambiguity in occlusion handling 
 
Figure 48 gives examples of the ambiguities in 3D reconstruction. Figure 48 (a) 
and (b) show an example of “ambiguity in distorted image”. Due to the camera lens’s 
radial and axial distortion, image pairs are distorted and two epipolar constraints with 
poor quality are generated. In Figure 48 (c) and (d), the brightness of the images differ 
on the left and right. If the reconstruction algorithm is based on color-based 
correspondence matching, it may fail to find accurate corresponding points. 
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(a) Image #1 taken from active vision        (b) Image #2 taken from active vision        
    
(c) Left stereo image                               (d) Right stereo image 
    
(e) Left stereo image                                      (f) Right stereo image 
Figure 48. Stereo images with occluded/non-occluded region. 
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Occlusion is another problem. Occluded regions can decrease the performance of 
correspondence matching methods such that the reconstructed regions cannot be 
identified as an original shape. Even though there are many occlusion-handling 
algorithms such as dynamic programming [64], existing approaches do not work 
efficiently due to many ambiguities. The right-hand side of Figure 48 (e) clearly shows 
that the vehicles are occluded.  
Given these ambiguities, traditional computer vision techniques have one major 
disadvantage – the generation of an atomic model. Due to the absence of virtual 
ontology, the generated virtual model can be used only for visualization.  
For this reason, an effective 3D reconstruction technique must have the following 
characteristics: 
 Fast and full-scale 3D reconstruction method 
 Accurate ambiguity handling  
 Generation of virtual ontology 
 
The following section describes a new 3D reconstruction method and how the 
virtual ontology is generated.  
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5. 2 FUZZY DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING AND AMBIGUITY HANDLING 
 
To solve for ambiguities, we apply fuzzy dynamic programming (FDP) to extract 
Z-depth information about image pairs which we then map to Metaearth architecture. 
FDP was originally proposed by Jadeh and Bellman and it has been used to solve 
optimization problems with multi-stages and ambiguities [65, 66].  
The suggested approach is termed the “hybrid virtual ontology generation” 
method. Figure 49 shows the general procedure. Multi-view images are used as the 
inputs and rectified to eliminate image distortion. Next, the fuzzy color-based 
segmentation method (Section 4) is applied. The result is that each input image now has 
fuzzy color and segment. FDP is applied for handling color-related ambiguities and 
occlusion-related ambiguities, the more accurate epipolar constraints are generated and 
the disparity map is calculated. Finally, Z-depth is calculated and mapped into each 
region generated via the fuzzy color-based segmentation method. 
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Figure 49. Procedure of Z-depth extraction using fuzzy dynamic programming. 
 
 
The suggested algorithm can be compared with Klaus et al.’s segment-based 
stereo matching method [67]. The main assumption of the segment-based algorithm is 
that the scene can be approximated by a set of non-overlapping planes. Segment-based 
methods generally perform with these consecutive algorithms [67] :  
1) Identify regions of homogeneous color using color segmentation methods 
2) Determine disparities of reliable points using local window-based matching 
3) Obtain disparity planes using the plane fitting algorithm 
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4) Generate an optimal disparity plane.  
Even though Klaus et al.’s algorithm has been as a good disparity map generator 
experimentally, it is limited in terms of handling occlusion and is based on constant 
color information.  
The suggested algorithm consists of five steps:  
 Step 1 : Image rectification 
 Step 2 : Fuzzy color-based color segmentation method  
 Step 3 : Calculation of epipolar constraint using FDP 
 Step 4 : Calculation of Z-depth 
 Step 5 : Mapping Z-depth information 
 
The following sections explain each step with examples. 
 
 
 
5.2.1 IMAGE RECTIFICATION AND FUZZY COLOR-BASED SEGMENTATION 
 
The objective of image rectification is to eliminate distortions from cameras’ lens 
and several projections such as affine transformation and projective transformation. In 
this dissertation, Fischler and Bolles [68] ’s RANdom Sample Consensus (RANSAC) 
algorithm is applied. RANSAC method is successful and robust method in image 
rectification [63]. The corresponding points are matched in image pairs and 2D 
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homography is computed. Using this 2D homography, the input images are rectified via 
the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm (LM method) [63] , a nonlinear programming 
method. The detailed description of image rectification using RANSAC and LM method 
is described in Hartley and Zisserman [63]. Figure 50 shows the process.  
 
   
     (a) Stereo vision using two cameras          (b) Left image from stereovision system. 
 
(c) The result of image rectification 
Figure 50. Image rectification. 
   
 
The image (Figure 50 (b)) from stereovision (Figure 50 (a)) may contain several 
distortions. Using RANSAC and LM method, each stereo image is rectified to get Figure 
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50 (c). As the result, the corresponding point of the targeted pixel on the epipolar line 
exists on the same vertical axis thus satisfying equations (8) and (9):  
rl yy                                                                       -   (8) 
      'dxx rl                                                                 -   (9) 
In these equation, ),( ll yx and ),( rr yx represent the corresponding point pair in 
the left and right images. However, it is very difficult to satisfy equation (8), even with 
the application of the RANSAC estimator and LM algorithm. In real application, 
equation (8) is replaced by equation (10): 
 
''dyy rl                                                                       -   (10) 
 
The existence of 'd and ''d makes it difficult to extract exact Z-depth 
information. This issue is resolved in Section 5.2.2.  
After rectifying the image, fuzzy color-based over-segmentation method is 
applied to each input image. Through this process, each image is segmented and each 
pixel of each image has fuzzy color. The fuzzy color is used as an input to FDP.  
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5.2.2 AMBIGUITY HANDLING USING FUZZY DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING 
 
Using image rectification process and fuzzy color based over-segmentation 
method, corresponding points in left and right image are located in similar Y position. 
However, as 'd and ''d  (in equation (9) and (10)) exist, accurate matching may not  be 
possible. Most stereovision approaches use block matching methods for resolving this 
issue, but block matching methods with FDP is used. Figure 51 shows the block 
matching method using fuzzy colors. 
 
 
Figure 51. Block matching methods using fuzzy colors. 
 
 
A targeted pixel in the left image is compared with a region within a block in 
the right image. In this block matching, the compared measure is nothing but fuzzy 
color which is extracted using fuzzy color based over-segmentation. The usage of fuzzy 
color can contribute to mitigating color-based ambiguity. In addition, it makes it 
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possible to use equation (7). With the assumption that fuzzy colors within small blocks 
are the same, equation (11) is derived.  
 
),(
~
3,2,1;,1 llkk yxI      =  ),'(
~
3,2,1;,2 rrkk ydxI                            -   (11) 
Where, rl yy   and 'dxx rl   
 
This equation is used as one constraint of FDP. We modify it from Faugeras et 
al.’ dynamic programming for occlusion handling [64].  Figure 52 shows how dynamic 
programming can detect occluded and non-occluded regions. 
 
 
Figure 52. Faugeras et al.’s dynamic programming for detecting occluded regions [64]. 
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While Faugeras et al.’s method has limitation in stereo image pairs with 
different color- based ambiguity, the suggested FDP overcomes the limitation by fuzzy 
colors. The objective function of FDP consists of the weighted sum of a fuzzy sum of 
absolute dissimilarity cost and a fuzzy gradient-based dissimilarity cost. Equation 12 
defines the fuzzy sum of absolute dissimilarity cost. 
 
|),(
~
),(
~
|),,(
~
2
3
1 ),(),(
1 jdiIjiIdyxC k
k yxNji
kSADfuzzy  
 
                        -   (12) 
where, ),(~1 jiI k is the fuzzy color intensity of 
throw jandi pixel in the left image, 
),(
~
2 jdiI k  is the fuzzy color intensity of 
throw janddi )(  pixel in the right image, 
and N is the block size 
 
This dissertation uses 5 as the initial block size ( N ), which means that a pixel 
in the left image can be corresponded to one pixel of 25 ( 55 ) pixels in the right 
image. The fuzzy gradient-based dissimilarity cost is defined in equation 13. 
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~
k yxNji yxNji
kykykxkxGRDfuzzy
x y
jdiIjiIjdiIjiIdyxC   -   (13) 
where kx I1
~
 is gradient of fuzzy color in X axis, left image 
and ky I2
~
 is gradient of fuzzy color in Y axis, right image 
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Figure 53 shows the conceptual example of the two costs. 
 
 
Figure 53. Fuzzy sum of absolute dissimilarity cost and fuzzy gradient-based 
dissimilarity cost functions. 
 
 
Finally, the cost function of FDP is defined by the weighted sum of two cost 
functions. Equation 14 defines the cost function. 
),,(
~
)1(),,(
~
),,(
~
dyxCdyxCdyxC GRADfuzzySADfuzzy                  - (14) 
where,   is a real number between 0 and 1 
 
Equation (14) is the weighted cost in terms of a specific y value. A value of 0.8 
is used as an initial  . In terms of the Y axis, the total cost function of FDP is defined 
in Equation (15). 
 
y
y dyxCdxCT ),,(
~
),(
~                                               - (15) 
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The objective of FDP is to minimize ),(~ dxCT y in all y values.  This objective 
function is combined with Faugeras et al.’s approach. Table 11 shows the finalized 
state transition equation of the proposed FDP. 
 
Table 11. Proposed FDP method. 
 Initial stage 
o ),,1(
~
),1(
~
dyCdCT y   
 ),,1(
~
),,1(
~
dyCMaxddyCMin   
 State transition function 
o ),,(
~
)_,1(
~
),(
~
dyxCtracedbackxCTdxCT yy   
 
 
The decision variable is the difference between a target pixel’s x position in the 
left image and the X position in the right image (= d ). As a constraint of d , we 
consider the range between the initial stage’s minimum and maximum cost function 
values. Using the backtracking approach of dynamic programming, we obtain the 
minimizing difference. Finally, the accurate matching pair and occluded regions are 
detected. Since it generates a more accurate epipolar constraint, the exact Z depth 
information can be extracted. Next, we describe how Z depth information can be 
extracted and mapped to regions. 
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5.2.3 CALCULATION OF Z DEPTH AND MAPPING PROCEDURE 
 
After detecting d  using FDP, a more accurate epipolar constraint is calculated. 
Z-depth is calculated using these epipolar constraints and the affined fundamental 
matrix approach. In this dissertation, two camera matrices are assumed as affined 
camera matrices.  Since two corresponding point pairs ( x and 'x ) satisfy equation (16), 
the fundamental matrix( F ) is calculated using the Least Mean Square (LMS) method 
[69].  
   0'  xFx T                                                                  - (16) 
From this fundamental matrix, both camera matrices ( P  and 'P ) are calculated using 
equations (17) and (18). 
]0|[IP                                                                  - (17) 
where I is identity matrix with 33 , 
and 0 is a zero vector with 13  
 
]'|'[' eFeP x                                                             - (18) 
where, xe' is the skewed matrix [69], 
F  is the fundamental matrix, 
and, 'e is the epipolar point in the right image. 
 
Equation (18) is derived from Equation (19) using 0'eF T . 
]'|''[' eveFeP Tx                                                   - (19) 
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Finally, global coordinate with Z depth information ( X ) is calculated using Equation 
(20). 
0XA                                                   -   (20) 
Since XPx  and XPx  '' , matrix A is derived from equation (21) and (22). 
0 XPx                                                -   (21) 
0''  XPx                                                 -   (22) 
 
In this dissertation, the matching point x is selected from segmented 
regions. From a segmented region, several x  are selected randomly and X is 
calculated using the suggested method. Finally, the region’s Z depth is defined as 
the average Z value of the calculated X in the region. Thus, each region’s pixels 
have the same Z depth.  
 
 
 
5.3 GENERATION OF VIRTUAL ONTOLOGY WITH Z DEPTH INFORMATION 
 
Z-depth information is extracted from the proposed FDP method as 
described in Section 5.2. The usage of fuzzy dynamic programming is caused 
from the extraction of fuzzy color and fuzzy color based segmentation. Then, each 
segmented region has the same Z depth using the method shown in section 5.2.3. 
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Finally, Metaearth architecture with Z depth information is generated. As 
described in Sections 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4, the generation sequence and procedure are 
the same. The difference is that a vertex in the virtual space layer has Z depth 
information as shown in Figure 29. This characteristic causes a great influence on 
object-merging process (Section 4.2) and semantic-merging process (Section 4.3).  
In the object-merging process, the depth-related merging condition is added.  
 Z depth-related merging condition 
6||  ji ZZ  
Where, iZ is 
thi region’s Z value. 
 
This constraint makes it possible to distinguish objects with similar color 
and different distance. This constraint is added in the semantic merging condition 
for more clearer mapping. Figure 54 is an application of FDP. 
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(a) Input stereo image pairs 
 
(b) Fuzzy color-based over-segmentation (from left image) 
      
(C) Z depth mapped segmentation 
            Figure 54. Z depth extraction using FDP. 
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As another example, Tsukuba stereo image pairs are tested for generating 
virtual ontology with Z-depth. Figure 55 shows the sequence of generating virtual 
ontology using the suggested approach.  
 
 
(a) Input stereo image pairs 
    
(b) Extraction of Z-depth using FDP 
Figure 55. Generation of virtual ontology with Z-depth from Tsukuba stereo 
image pairs. 
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(c) Z depth mapping into fuzzy color-based segmented regions 
 
(d) Initial virtual space layer with Z-depth 
Figure 55. Continued. 
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(e) Finalized Metaearth architecture with Z-depth 
Figure 55. Continued. 
 
 
As a result of the proposed approach, the generated virtual model has virtual 
ontology with Metaearth architecture. Unlike the method in Section 4, the generated 
virtual ontology has Z depth. In other words, this model can be considered as real 3D 
virtual ontology. The remaining task is to map contexts to the generated Metaearth 
architecture.  
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6. CONTEXT MAPPING FOR VIRTUAL ONTOLOGY 
 
This section describes how to map contexts into Metaearth architecture. Using 
the method presented in Sections 4 and 5, we generate the architecture from a 2D scene 
or multi-view scene. Recall that there are four layers (virtual space; mapping; library; 
ontology). We generate the virtual space layer from the fuzzy color-based segmentation 
process and the object-merging process. The mapping layer and the library layer are 
generated from the semantic-merging process. Finding that context mapping is manually 
conducted by operators or pre-trained detectors (whereby a poorly trained operator or 
detector may cause poor mapping) in similar approaches, the mapping methodology 
relies on graph isomorphism. Since Metaearth architecture is a type of graph as a format 
of virtual ontology, isomorphic matching properties can be applied with little error. The 
following sections explain graph isomorphic matching and the suggested algorithm.  
 
 
 
6.1 GRAPH AND SUBGRAPH ISOMORPHISM 
 
Graph isomorphism used for matching the two graphs using the two mapping 
functions   and  . If there are two mapping functions satisfying equations (23) and 
(24) in two graphs such as ),( 111 EVG  and ),( 222 EVG  , it is defined as 1G  is 
isomorphic ( 21 GG  ) to 2G  [70].  
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21: VV                                                                     - (23) 
s.t.       2))(),(( Evv ji   
for 11 ),(,, EvvVvv jiji   
 
21: VV                                                                     - (24) 
s.t.       1))(),(( Evv ji   
for 22 ),(,, EvvVvv jiji   
 
This theorem can be used in many virtual reality (VR) related systems. Figure 
56 shows the two scene graphs with isomorphism.  
 
 
Figure 56. Isomorphism of two scene graphs. 
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We observe that the graphs are isomorphic using equations (22) and (23). Yet 
we can state only that the two scenes are identical if each depth’s nodes are identical. 
In general applications, most problems belong to the category of “graph-subgraph 
isomorphism” which is defined as the existence of only one equation – (22) or (23).  
In Figure 57 below the two graphs have a graph ( 2G )-subgraph ( 1G ) isomorphic 
relationship. 
 
Figure 57. Graph-subgraph isomorphism between 2G  and 1G . 
 
 
This concept can be used in many graph-based pattern matching problems. 
Figure 58 is one example of the graph-subgraph isomorphism test. The problem is 
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proven as NP-Complete problem by Gray [71] and a near-optimal solution is provided 
by researchers such as Ullmann [72] and Cordella et al. [73]. The comparisons among 
existing subgraph isomorphic matching algorithms are tested and compared in Battiti 
and Mascia [74] and Foggia et al .[75].  
 
 
Figure 58. Graph-subgraph isomorphism in CAD feature recognition. 
 
 
Even though it is an NP-complete problem, Messmer and Bunke [76] prove 
that it can be solved in polynomial time. In this dissertation, the context mapping is 
achieved using this graph-subgraph isomorphism.  The following section describes the 
context mapping in Metaearth architecture.  
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6.2 METAEARTH-SUB METAEARTH ISOMORPHISM AND CONTEXT MAPPING 
 
According to the section above, a subgraph can be considered as a pattern and a 
graph is considered as a target graph. A subgraph ( 1G in Figure 57) is used in a pattern 
and a graph ( 2G ) as a target graph with patterns which are to be detected. Our objective 
is to assign contexts into the ontology cores in Metaearth architecture. We use context 
library for the mapping. Figure 59 shows the conceptual context mapping process with 
context library and Metaearth architecture. 
 
               
(a) Context library                     (b) Metaearth architecture 
 
(c) Metaearth architecture with contexts 
Figure 59. Context mapping process with context library and Metaearth architecture. 
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Figure 59 (a) shows that context library has a format of Metaearth architecture, 
while Figure 59 (b) shows that context library’s Metaearth architecture has the four 
complete layers. Ontology cores have contexts such as “window”, “wall” or “unknown” 
(Figure 59 (a)) which link to each library core. These context libraries are constructed 
from existing Metaearth architecture or user’s operation. Unlike context library, 
however, generated Metaearth architecture (Section 4 or 5) lacks the ontology layer. In 
this dissertation, context library is the pattern graph ( 2G ) and Metaearth architecture is 
the target graph ( 1G ). Equations (25) and (26) are the context library and the target 
Metaearth architecture with a representation of Virtual ontology as shown in Section 3.2. 
 
},,,,,{: 21 CRCMRCIVCCL                                             -  (25) 
where, CL is “context library”, 
VC is the set of virtual components , 
I is the interactive relationship such as VCVCI : , 
1C is the set of shared components,  
MR is the mapping relationship between 1C and VC  such that VCCMR 1: , 
2C is the set of context, 
and CR is the relationship between 2C  and 1C such that 12: CCCR   
 
},,,{: 1 MRCIVCVO                                                -  (26) 
where, VO is “virtual ontology” without context, 
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VC is the set of virtual components , 
I is the interactive relationship such as VCVCI : , 
1C is the set of shared components,  
and MR is the mapping relationship between 1C and VC  such that VCCMR 1: , 
 
As shown in equation (26), VO does not have any context ( 2C ) and mapping 
edge ( MR ) to the library core.  Even though CL and VO are considered as a subgraph 
and a graph, this problem differs from a general graph-subgraph isomorphic matching 
problem because: 
 CL and VO  have special structures such as },,,,,{: 21 CRCMRCIVCCL   and 
},,,{: 1 MRCIVCVO   
 I can have a direction 
 
A general graph-subgraph isomorphic matching problem handles a general graph 
such as },{ EVG   without edge. However, Metaearth architecture has a special 
structure and each edge ( Ii ) in the virtual space layer may have a direction (the 
interaction between two virtual components). This directed edge may be important for 
representing the interaction and movement of the virtual components. As an NP-
complete problem (Theorem 1), it is difficult to find an exact solution.  
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Theorem 1. Graph-subgraph isomorphic matching with },,,,,{: 21 CRCMRCIVCCL   
and },,,{: 1 MRCIVCVO  is an NP-Complete problem. 
Proof. Graph-subgraph isomorphic matching is an NP complete problem by Garey’s 
theorem [71] which is proven using a general subgraph( },{ 111 EVG  ) and a general 
graph ( },{ 222 EVG  ). For the general graph, },,,,,{:
21 CRCMRCIVCCL  graph can 
be converted to  
},{:' 33 EVCL   
Where, },,{ 213 CCVCV  and },,{3 CRMRIE   
and, },,,{: 1 MRCIVCVO  can be converted to  
},{:' 44 EVVO   
Where, },{ 14 CVCV  and },{4 MRIE  . 
Finally, },{:' 33 EVCL  and },{:' 44 EVVO  are mapped into },{ 111 EVG   and 
},{ 222 EVG  . Thus, it is an NP-hard problem and it can be reducible to decision 
problem class C . Ergo, it  is an NP-Complete problem. 
 
Ullmann’s algorithm [72] and Messmer and Bunke’s algorithm [76] are modified 
in this dissertation, since it can handle a similar problem with a near-optimal solution. 
Their algorithms have advantages in that they can check the subgraph isomorphic 
matching problem and outperform in the maximal click problem. However, their 
algorithm is limited because it cannot find all graph-subgraph matching pairs and is only 
workable on general graph structure. In order to overcome the limitation of Ullmann’s 
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algorithm and share its advantages, we modify it with Metaearth architecture.  In 
Ullmann’s algorithm and Messmer and Bunke’s algorithm, graph-subgraph isomorphism 
is detected using permutation matrices. From 1G  and 2G , two adjacent matrices are 
obtained such as 1M  and 2M . Then, permutation matrix ( P ) is calculated from 1M  and 
2M  such as each element jip ,  of P  
}1,0{, jip  
1
1
, 

n
i
jip  
and, 1
1
, 

n
j
jip   
 
If P exists satisfying  
 )( 1,2
T
mm PMPSM                                                      -  (27) 
where, )(, AS mk is the matrix obtained from nnA   
by deleting rows nk ,...,1  and column nm ,...,1 , 
 
it is determined that 2G includes 1G .  
Our suggested algorithm uses and modifies their finding. Context library ( CL ) 
and the generated Metaearth architecture (VO ) are the inputs. From 
},,,{: 1 MRCIVCVO   and },,,,,{: 21 CRCMRCIVCCL  , two adjacency Matrices 
( mmM ;1  , nnM ;2 ) are obtained considering virtual space layer ( IVC, ). From these 
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matrices, the initial permutation matrix nmP  is calculated. If P does not exist, we 
conclude that there is no isomorphic relationship. Otherwise, all matching edges are 
detected using Ullmann’s backtracking method. After detecting all pairs, the mapping 
relationship between 1MR and 2MR is examined. If each edge in 1MR is mapped into 
2MR , we conclude that two Metaearth architectures have the graph-subgraph isomorphic 
problem. Then, CL ’s 2C is mapped into VO ’s 1C using the mapping relation ( 1CR ). 
Figure 60 shows the suggested procedure. 
 
 
Figure 60. Context mapping in Meteaearth architecture using graph-subgraph 
isomorphic matching. 
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Our suggested algorithm can detect all subgraphs ( context library). However, the 
size of the generated Metaearth architecture is large and performance decreases. Table 
12 shows the comparison of algorithm complexity. 
 
Table 12. Comparison of algorithm complexity between Ullmann’s algorithm and the 
suggested algorithm. 
 Ullmann’s method Context mapping using Metaearth architecture 
Space 
consumption )(
2nmO  )( 2nmO  
Best case  
Complexity )(mnO  )(mnO  
Worst case  
complexity )(
2 nnmO  )( 12 nnmO  
 (where, m is the size of 1VC  in context library (CL ) and  
n  is the size of 2VC  in targeted Metaearth architecture (VO )) 
 
 
As shown in Table 11, the complexity of the suggested algorithm is similar to 
Ullmann’s method. Considering that Metaearth architecture has a more complicated 
structure than a general graph, our suggested algorithm is a workable solution. The 
following section describes its effectiveness using a simulation study. 
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6.3 SIMULATION AND ANALYSIS OF CONTEXT MAPPING METHOD 
 
As a simulation study, a Metaearth architecture with 100 virtual components 
( 100|| VC ) and 2510 interactions ( 2510|| I ) is generated.  
 
    
              (a) Targeted Metaearth architecture                            (b) Context library 
Figure 61. Generated Metaearth architecture. 
 
 
Figures 61 (a) and (b) show the generated Metaearth architecture and a context 
library with 6 virtual components, 8 interactions and 6 contexts. Each context in the 
context library belongs to MH1 (Material Handler #1), MP1 (Material Processor #1), 
MP2 (Material Processor #2) and MT1 (Material Translator #1). Using Ullmann’s 
algorithm [72] and Messmer and Bunke’s algorithm [76], 373 subgraphs are detected. 
Figure 62 shows parts of the detected subgraphs. However, the detected subgraphs 
cannot be considered as the structures with isomorphic relationship in Metaearth 
architecture, because, each subgraph structure may have different library cores.  
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Figure 62. Parts of detected subgraph using existing algorithms. 
 
 
The suggested algorithm extracts the exact pattern as shown in Figure 63 (a). 
Then, the contexts are mapped into the detected structure (Figure 63(b)).   
 
 
(a) Detected structure with the sample structure of context library 
Figure 63. Detection and context mapping. 
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(b) context mapping  
Figure 63. Continued. 
 
The suggested algorithm is effective in detecting the same structure with context 
library and mapping contexts. However, this algorithm only works with well-defined 
context libraries. The construction of context library and variation are discussed in the 
following section.   
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7. CONCLUSION 
 
7. 1 RESEARCH ISSUES AND FURTHER STUDY 
 
 
 
In this dissertation, the application domain is fixed as a generation of virtual 
environment. “Knowledge of virtual environment” is represented as contexts. A 2D 
image is considered as “unknown environment”. The structure of knowledge is 
represented with Metaearth architecture. Virtual ontology is constructed as a context 
mapping procedure into Metaearth architecture.   
Section 3 introduces Metaearth architecture as a good format of virtual ontology. 
Since Metaearth architecture can replace other formats in terms of scene graph and 
support construction of large scale virtual environments (LSVE), more theoretical 
investigation and effort to optimize this structure are required. In addition, even though 
construction methods are proposed, another construction method considering various 
application domains is considered.  
As characteristics of the suggested virtual ontology generation method, these do 
not depend heavily on prior knowledge and human operation. Considering the input 
image’s visual cue such as fuzzy colors, edge and shape, input images are over-
segmented and merged using conditions. In this dissertation, fuzzy color and edge 
information are used for more important criteria than shape information such as width 
ratio, height ratio, and bounding box. For more clarified segmentation with good quality, 
shape information can be considered with higher weight. In this concept, Voronoi 
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diagram (VD) approach can be applied. If each segment is divided into more detail using 
the characteristics of Voronoi region (each Voronoi region has a convex shape), 
bounding box approach and width/height ratio approaches can be applied more easily to 
generate accurate virtual ontology.  
Even though the suggested approaches are independent from the pre-trained 
mechanisms, the determination of several parameters for object merging and semantic 
merging are significant issues. The quality of the generated virtual ontology depends on 
these parameters.  If training methods such as Neural Nets and statistical learning 
methods are applied to determine these parameters, more accurate virtual ontology can 
be generated.  
Section 4’s algorithm generates virtual ontology from a 2D image, but the 
generated model does not have Z depth information. If some existing reasoning methods 
as described in Section 2 are applied, virtual ontology with Z depth can be generated.  
The approach in Section 5 constructs virtual ontology with Z-depth. It has many 
advantages for handling ambiguities, and offers rapid 3D reconstruction and virtual 
ontology generation. However, it can be more effective via the unifying approach with 
RANSAC and fuzzy color segmentation which rectify the input image pairs. If two 
consecutive processes are merged and unified, the algorithm complexity will be much 
lower and improve the speed.   
Section 6 describes how the contexts are mapped to Metaearth architecture. An 
approach using graph-subgraph isomorphism is proposed and tested. The prior condition 
of this approach is in the prior construction of context libraries which are another type of 
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Metaearth architecture. In a real situation, the construction of context library can be 
considered a problem. Even though the suggested methods have a target for generating 
virtual ontology automatically, the generation and preparation of context library needs 
human’s intervention such as mapping contexts to the library cores. The accurate context 
mapping can guarantee more accurate generation of virtual ontology. As a further study, 
the context library can be generated from existing Metaearth architecture. Using graph 
cut and detection methods, a Metaearth architecture can be divided into many small 
architectures and each divulged structure can be used as a context library with contexts.  
Finally, the generated virtual environment with virtual ontology is used in virtual 
interaction analysis as a next stage. Since virtual interaction analysis requires mutual 
interactions among virtual components, seamless processing from input to virtual 
interaction analysis can be achieved using the suggested method. 
 
 
 
7. 2 SUMMARY AND CONTRIBUTIONS 
 
 
This dissertation proposes how virtual ontology can be constructed from an 
unknown environment. Virtual ontology is defined as a structure of virtual environment 
with semantics. In this dissertation, the contextual knowledge is used as a representation 
of semantics. While many existing 3D reconstruction approaches generate atomic virtual 
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model without virtual ontology, this research suggests the generation of relational 
models and models with virtual ontology.  
Metaearth architecture is introduced as the data structure of virtual ontology. The 
architecture consists of a virtual space layer, mapping layer, library layer and ontology 
layers. In the virtual space layer, the interaction and relationship between virtual 
components can be described. Each virtual component in the virtual space layer is 
connected to library cores in the library layer, thus contributing to the design of LSVEs 
with less redundancy. The library cores are then linked to the ontology core, a contextual 
knowledge.  
Section 4 generates a relational model from a 2D input image. Unlike other 
scene understanding techniques, the suggested method extracts virtual ontology using 
Metaearth architecture. As an intermediate process, fuzzy color based over-segmentation 
method makes it possible to generate scene segmentation without pre-defined knowledge 
or human intervention. In addition, the scene structure is generated through the 
semantic-merging process. 
While Section 4’s model lacks Z-depth information, Section 5’s model generates 
virtual ontology with Z-depth information.  To handle many ambiguities in extracting 
3D information, fuzzy dynamic programming is applied. A hybrid approach with FDP 
and Section 4’s algorithm generates more accurate virtual ontology with Z-depth. 
Finally, the generated relational model is converted into a model with structural 
knowledge using a context mapping process. Contextual knowledge is mapped into 
Metaearth architecture of the model with structural knowledge via the suggested 
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isomorphic matching method. The relational model’s Metaearth architecture is 
effectively compared to the context library’s Metaearth architecture and the contexts in 
context library are mapped into the targeted Metaearth architecture. 
The overall procedure contributes to the generation of models with structural 
knowledge from 2D images. The successful generation of models with structural 
knowledge can guarantee automatic and autonomous processing in virtual interaction 
analysis. This approach can generate an LSVE with virtual ontology and intelligence in 
less time and with less computational effort. It can also increase the use of generated 
virtual models and enhance seamless information processing. 
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